
Honors Chem Lab:  Specific Heat of Metal  rev 7/2017  
  
Background: Calorimetry is a method by which you can calculate heat released by one thing (metal) by looking 
at the heat gained by water (since you know the Cp of water). In this lab you will heat a metal and then transfer it 
to water and see how much the water changes in temperature. You can then calculate the heat gained by the 
water, which should be equal to the heat lost by the metal. Using that and the change in temperature of the 
metal, you can then calculate the specific heat (Cp) of the metal.  
  
Purpose: To determine the specific heat of a metal sample using a simple calorimeter.  
  
Safety: wear safety goggles 
  
Materials:  Equipment:   
  
2 large foam cups   600 ml beaker     100 ml graduated cylinder    
metal samples    crucible tongs      beaker tongs  
distilled water     thermometer      hot plate  
  
Procedure:  
  
1) Add about 350 ml tap water to a 600 ml beaker. Place the beaker on a hot plate & begin heating.  
  
2) Weigh the first metal sample on the balance. Record the mass to the nearest 0.01 gram.  
  
3) Carefully transfer the metal to the tap water, which is on the hot plate - use crucible tongs- do not drop the 
metal into the beaker because it can crack the beaker. Tilt the metal cylinder so that it is completely covered by 
the water.  
  
4) Heat the water to boiling (100ºC). Continue heating for 7 minutes after you have reached boiling. 
  
5) While the water is heating, obtain between 125.0 and 150.0 ml of room temp water. Use a 100 ml graduated 
cylinder to measure the volume exactly. Since 1.00 ml = 1.00 g - Record the mass of this water as g in the data 
table. Record exactly what you measured. 
  
6) Put the room temp water into the doubled foam cup calorimeter.  
  
7) Record the temperature of the room temp water in the cup to the nearest 0.0 or 0.5 ºC  
  
8) After 7 minutes of boiling the metal sample, record the temperature of the boiling water to the nearest 0.0 or 
0.5 ºC. (It may not be exactly 100.0ºC) You will assume the cylinder is at this waterʼs temperature. 
  
9) Using the crucible tongs, carefully and quickly transfer the metal sample to the room temp water in the foam 
cup.  
  
10) Use a thermometer to slowly stir the water in the cup. Note the rise in temperature and Record the highest 
temperature achieved to the nearest 0.0 or 0.5 ºC as your final temperature.  
  
11) Repeat with the same metal. 
 
12) Repeat the procedures twice again with a second type of metal. 
 
 



Lab:  Specific Heat of A Metal    Name ___________________________________ per _____  
  
Lab Partner(s) ____________________________________________________ 
Data            
 Mass of metal cylinder 1  
 Initial temperature of cylinder (temperature of the boiling water)   
 Initial temperature of room temp water in cup   
 Mass of room temp water in cup (assume 1.00 ml = 1.00 g)   
 Final (maximum) temperature of cylinder & water in the cup   
 
 Mass of metal cylinder 1  
 Initial temperature of cylinder (temperature of the boiling water)   
 Initial temperature of room temp water in cup   
 Mass of room temp water in cup (assume 1.00 ml = 1.00 g)   
 Final (maximum) temperature of cylinder & water in the cup   
 
 Mass of metal cylinder 2  
 Initial temperature of cylinder (temperature of the boiling water)   
 Initial temperature of room temp water in cup   
 Mass of room temp water in cup (assume 1.00 ml = 1.00 g)   
 Final (maximum) temperature of cylinder & water in the cup   
 
 Mass of metal cylinder 2  
 Initial temperature of cylinder (temperature of the boiling water)   
 Initial temperature of room temp water in cup   
 Mass of room temp water in cup (assume 1.00 ml = 1.00 g)   
 Final (maximum) temperature of cylinder & water in the cup   
 
Data Analysis: Show all Calculations. Label units. Circle the final answer. 
 
For each trial, on a separate sheet of paper or the back: 
 
1) Calculate the heat gained by the water. 
 
2) Calculate the specific heat of the metal (assuming heat gained by water equals heat lost by metal) 
  
3) Calculate the % error if the metal is aluminum  (the accepted value for aluminum = 0.21 cal /gºC and brass is 
0.092 cal /gºC ) 
 
Then average your values for each metal and see if that improves your percent error. 
 
Sources of Error:  
Describe at least one source of experimental error and explain specifically how it affected the value for the 
specific heat of your metals.  
 
Explain the purpose of using an average instead of a single value. 
 
Write a conclusion that includes: the purpose, a summary of procedures, a summary of results and the 
importance/significance of the experiment. 


